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For the latest news and photos from the AP, click these:

Top AP news
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Colleagues,
 
Good Wednesday morning!
 
We wish our Jewish readers a "good yom tov" on this Yom Kippur, the Jewish Day of
Atonement, which began at sundown on Tuesday and ends at sundown today. Along with
Rosh Hashanah, it is considered one of the "high holidays" in the Jewish calendar and
concludes the 10 days of repentance that began with Rosh Hashanah, in which Jews are to
atone for their sins.
 
Connecting colleagues are encouraged to send a note of support to John Cunniff, longtime
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AP business writer, who suffered a fall about two weeks ago and fractured his pelvis, rib
and shoulder. His nephew John Quigley said John is now in a rehab facility and that his
uncle would welcome hearing from his friends. For those who want to reach out to John
directly, his address is: John Cunniff, c/o Tolstoy Foundation Nursing Home, 100 Lake Rd,
Valley Cottage, NY 10989. Or if you would like to send an email, send it in care of John
Quigley at jquigley0650@gmail.com
 
We lead today's issue with a story on an addition to the AP Stylebook entry on global
warming. Talking Points Memo led its story:
 
The Associated Press took a stance on climate change on Tuesday and announced a policy
that mandates stronger descriptions of people who doubt global warming is real: "those
who reject mainstream climate science."

Because the AP's writing style is commonly used by newspapers and other news outlets
nationwide, the decision could have a significant impact on the way climate change is
discussed. The organization published a memo from three editors about the decision.

The first Connecting Midwest AP reunion began last night, drawing more than 30 retirees
and their spouses, and continues into today. Watch for coverage in Thursday's Connecting.

Paul
 
 
 

An addition to AP Stylebook entry on global
warming
 
By Paul Colford
 
The AP Stylebook editors today (Tuesday) informed AP staff about a change to the entry
on global warming. In addition, they described what goes into keeping the Stylebook up-
to-date, including their outreach to experts.
 
AP science writer Seth Borenstein was among those who provided guidance during the
discussion that resulted in today's change, which adds two sentences to the global
warming entry.
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Here is the staff memo from Stylebook editors Sally Jacobsen, Dave Minthorn and Paula
Froke:
 
We have reviewed our entry on global warming as part of our efforts to continually update
the Stylebook to reflect language usage and accuracy.
 
We are adding a brief description of those who don't accept climate science or dispute the
world is warming from man-made forces:
 
Our guidance is to use climate change doubters or those who reject mainstream climate
science and to avoid the use of skeptics or deniers.
 
Some background on the change: Scientists who consider themselves real skeptics - who
debunk mysticism, ESP and other pseudoscience, such as those who are part of the Center
for Skeptical Inquiry - complain that non-scientists who reject mainstream climate science
have usurped the phrase skeptic. They say they aren't skeptics because "proper skepticism
promotes scientific inquiry, critical investigation and the use of reason in examining
controversial and extraordinary claims." That group prefers the phrase "climate change
deniers" for those who reject accepted global warming data and theory. But those who
reject climate science say the phrase denier has the pejorative ring of Holocaust denier so
The Associated Press prefers climate change doubter or someone who rejects mainstream
science.
 
To describe those who don't accept climate science or dispute the world is warming from
man-made forces, use climate change doubters or those who reject mainstream climate
science. Avoid use of skeptics or deniers.
 
The full Stylebook entry:
 
global warming The terms global warming and climate change can be used
interchangeably. Climate change is more accurate scientifically to describe the various
effects of greenhouse gases on the world because it includes extreme weather, storms



and changes in rainfall patterns, ocean acidification and sea level. But global warming as a
term is more common and understandable to the public.

Though some public officials and laymen and only a few climate scientists disagree, the
world's scientific organizations say that the world's climate is changing because of the
buildup of heat-trapping gases, especially carbon dioxide, from the burning of coal, oil and
gas. This is supported by more than 90 percent of the peer-reviewed scientific literature.
In a joint publication in 2014, the U.S. National Academy of Sciences and the Royal Society
of the United Kingdom stated: "Human activities - especially the burning of fossil fuels
since the start of the Industrial Revolution - have increased atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentrations by about 40 percent, with more than half the increase occurring since
1970. Since 1900, the global average surface temperature has increased by about 0.8
degrees Celsius (1.4 degrees Fahrenheit). This has been accompanied by warming of the
ocean, a rise in sea level, a strong decline in Arctic sea ice, and many other associated
climate effects. Much of this warming has occurred in the last four decades."
 
To describe those who don't accept climate science or dispute the world is warming from
man-made forces, use climate change doubters or those who reject mainstream climate
science. Avoid use of skeptics or deniers.
 
Some of you have asked how we make changes to the Stylebook. Such changes - whether
they involve adding a new term or amending an existing definition - are driven by their
relevancy to reporting the news. The overriding factor is to help our reporters and editors
present the news accurately, concisely and clearly, no matter what the topic or where it
happens.
 
Keeping the Stylebook up-to-date is a year-round process, and we tap into many resources
for advice and guidance. No change is made lightly.
 
With the flow of daily news, word coinages and spellings in politics, business, technology,
science, sports, entertainment and other realms come to the fore almost every week.
Some new terms have a short life and fade away; other terms enter common speech and
writing. A major task is to decide what new definitions and spellings merit inclusion for
reporting the news.
 
When we get a suggestion for a new entry or a revision, we consult with other editors by
phone or email to weigh whether it is needed, is correctly spelled and has the proper
definition.
 
Topics deemed highly relevant to breaking news coverage may be added to the online
Stylebook immediately and then incorporated into the annual printed edition.
 
We consult with AP news leaders for some major changes, as we did in 2013, when "illegal
immigrant" was dropped in favor of phrases such as living in or entering a country illegally
or without legal permission. We may also seek outside expertise for specialized topics, as
we did in 2013-14, when weapons and mental health entries were added or revised. An
advisory panel of outside editors and journalism teachers also offers a sounding board.
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Names are more than numbers to be counted
 
Andy Lippman - The lists of bureau chiefs reminds me that those names are more than
numbers to  be counted. They are rather memories to be treasured.
 
I can attest to that from my time in Cincinnati, where I had two champion bureau chiefs -
Burl Osborne and Jim Lagier during my time in Ohio from 1975-1980.
 
After working several months in the bureau, i realized that we had teletype machines that
would turn on in the early hours of Sunday and which would never be picked up by the
newspaper.
 

I was told the reason for the machines was that every time
Burl Osborne took the then publisher out to dinner, he'd
return with a contract for a service which sometimes went
unharvested.
 
I do know that when Burl and the then editor of the
Cincinnati Enquirer, Luke Feck, dined at the swankiest
restaurant in town, the Maisonette, they split, what was
called "The Split" - Filet Mignon and Veal Oscar.
 
I had a hand in Burl's attraction for the Maisonette. Every so
often, he would ask me to pick up a case of wine he had
bought there and drive it up to his home in Columbus. Burl
had recently married Betty, and I was often rewarded by the

oh-so-in love couple with a wonderful dinner and wonderful company.

When Burl left, the staff wondered how Jim Lagier would 
step out of Burl's shadow (even though Jim was
considerably taller than Burl). Jim's memorable departure
line of "Be happy in your work." became a talisman for Ohio
journalists. Jim taught me to try and sell something every
time I went out, even if it was only a Newsfeatures contract
for $25.
 
Jim tells the story of my wedding better than anyone I
know-including me. The length of the story has increased
over the years, to include details such as how cold everyone
was, and that the bride and groom were late because the
groom could not find a parking spot. At times, the story now reminds me of how Arlo
Guthrie signs "Alice's Restaurant" - a 30 minute song, with lots of choruses. I'm sure glad



he was invited. His recollections are better than Kodak moments.
 
Now how about everyone contributing your favorite story about Wick Temple........
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Pete Leabo on the JP2 Tours
 
Pete Leabo - Thought you might enjoy these from my days covering various trips of Pope
John Paul II, fondly known as the JP2 Tours.
 

1979-01-26 -- Pope John Paul's first trip was to
Mexico in 1979. As millions of faithful lined the
parade route in Mexico City, panic hit the crowds as
they jammed every street leading to the Zocolo
where JPII would hold mass. Security forces only
made matters worse when they tried to disperse the
crowds in front of the Zocolo (with no route of
escape) with tear gas. I took a direct hit of tear gas
from only a few inches away while covering the

arrival of JPII for the first papal mass in Mexico.
 
1980-07-00 -- As Pope John Paul II took a cruise
on the Amazon river in 1980, I got a seat on a
Brazilian army helicopter ... I'm pretty sure it was
a Huey resurrected from the swamps of
Vietnam.  The faithful on a floatilla of boats
below thought it was great fun shooting Roman
candles and other assorted fireworks at the low
flying helicopters. The pilot thought it was great
fun trying to evade the flak exploding in the air
around us ... the closest he'd ever been to any
real action. I only lost one lens (and my breakfast) into the Amazon.
 



 
1983-03-02 -- In this 80s version of "Where's Waldo?" I jockeyed for a clean shot between
security forces as Pope John Paul II lead a procession to mass in Costa Rica. I'm in the
upper right of the image between the two soldiers holding my camera in my right arm.  To
the far upper right (immediately to my left) is Fort Worth Star Telegram photographer
Larry Price.
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'Maestro' gets them to the pope in time

Cliff Schiappa - In May '88, Pope John Paul II visited South America and we created two
teams of photographers to hopscotch around the continent as he visited Uruguay, Bolivia,
Peru and Paraguay. I had the unique opportunity to be teamed with Boston photographer
Dave Tenenbaum to be the first AP photographers to use the Leaf Transmitter on an
overseas assignment. To play it safe, we still carried conventional darkroom equipment
with us, but we managed to never make a print during our assignments in Bolivia and
Paraguay. In those days we would upgrade on flights over six hours, so I was flying first
class on Eastern Airlines which probably saved AP money because I was able to check 13
bags and cases at no charge. Thank goodness for the local AP staff on the ground in
Paraguay who made all the arrangements (read that as bribes) to ensure better quality
phone lines from the government, but our larger challenge was to convince the operator
at the Hotel Guarani in Asuncion not to click onto our line to listen to the odd chirping
sounds of photos transmitting to the States.
 
In Bolivia, Dave and I needed to get to Cochabamba for a morning arrival of the Pope, so
we departed La Paz at 2 a.m. for a six-hour drive on a pothole-pitted two-lane highway in



a Trabant, the East German car that always makes the lists of worst automobiles ever
made. Halfway there, we hit a major pothole in the middle of nowhere that was a
knockout punch to the car. The driver pulls over and tries to re-start it while Dave and I are
aiming flashlights at approaching vehicles to warn them of our presence on the darkened
highway. After a half hour of no luck, Dave addresses the driver as "Maestro" and in
broken Spanish offers a suggestion and then gets under the hood, fiddles with the
carburetor and brings the car back to life. We make it to Cochabamba in time to
photograph the Pope and fortunately talk our way onto a flight to take us back to La Paz. 
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Doing a disservice to people with cancer

Richard Saltus - (Former AP West Coast Science Writer, now Senior Science Writer at
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute in Boston) - The story bringing the sad news about Larry
McQuillan said that he "lost a three-year battle with cancer." It's unfortunate that many
people, and obit writers, continue to use this kind of language, which does a disservice to
people with cancer.  Cancer patients are not winners if they "beat" the disease and losers
if they die. It is not a "battle" that can be won by those who are brave and fight hard
enough or have a "positive attitude," or lost by people who don't show these qualities.
The truth is that the individual doesn't have much control over his or her outcome -
whether you survive or die depends on the nature of the cancer, the effectiveness of the
treatments, and a good measure of luck.
 
This column from the Toronto Globe & Mail says it much more eloquently.
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Congratulations to a caring human being

Linda Deutsch - I'm late in commenting on Brian Skoloff's amazing Thumper story.  The
comments from readers were interesting because they all seemed to think that journalists
are hard hearted creatures who value their objectivity above their humanity. Brian proved
that's not true, but so did Nick Ut, our photographer who won the Pulitzer Prize for his
Napalm Girl picture in Vietnam. In accounts of that day, it is always noted that after he
shot his pictures, Nick wrapped the girl in a blanket, put her in his car and drove her to a
hospital.  He saved her life and they remain very close to this day. She calls him "Uncle Ut"
and they frequently give speeches together.
 
Congratulations to Brian for being not just a great reporter, but a caring human being. 
 
(Brian had written earlier: "I have to say it is a bit strange for me, being part of a story I
was covering. It gives me great pause . Obviously it felt good to help the guy and the notes
from people all over the country have been wonderful, but I have to stop and think
sometimes if I did the right thing writing about it, given it's not our job as journalists to do
these sorts of things, but just to tell their stories."
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Warren Lerude selected for lifetime achievement award
 
From his storied newspaper career to his role as a teacher, mentor, colleague and friend,
(Connecting colleague) Warren Lerude sets a standard every Nevada Sagebrush staff
member should strive to achieve. The Nevada Sagebrush Alumni Chapter (NSAC) will
honor Lerude with the 2015 Frank McCulloch Lifetime Achievement Award at its fourth
annual alumni dinner on Wednesday, Sept. 30 at Pinocchio's Bar and Grill in Reno.
 

Lerude served as editor-in-chief of The Nevada Sagebrush
from 1959-60, before spending the majority of his newspaper
career as editor and publisher of the Nevada State Journal
and Reno Evening Gazette. In 1977, Lerude led a team of
journalists to win the Pulitzer Prize for editorial writing. He
has also written multiple best-selling books, including his
most recent, Robert Laxalt: Story of a Storyteller, which was
released in 2013. He is currently a professor emeritus in the
Reynolds School at the University of Nevada, where he
previously spent 32 years teaching media law and

management, as well as coordinating the professional internships program.
 
Lerude was a reporter in the AP's San Diego and Los Angeles bureaus and
correspondent in charge in its Reno and Las Vegas bureaus, as well as FOI
chairman for APME for several years during his Reno newspapers' editorship.
 
The Frank McCulloch Lifetime Achievement Award was created in 2013 to honor the many
accomplishments of successful Sagebrush alumni. Past recipients include Guy Clifton, and
award namesake McCulloch.
 
MuCulloch served as editor-in-chief of The Nevada Sagebrush from 1940-41. He then went
onto have a successful career including covering  illegal mafia activity for the Reno Evening
Gazette, cultivating Howard Hughes as a source and reporting from the frontlines of the
Vietnam War for Time magazine and serving as an influential manager of the Los Angeles
Times, Sacramento Bee and San Francisco Examiner.
 

  

 
Off-the-record or embargoed briefings have long been used by officials and politicians
ahead of special events or complicated  releases, such as examination of a state budget.



But in Rhode Island, under the new administration of Gov. Gina Raimondo, they were
growing increasingly common even for routine policy proposals.
 

Providence correspondent Michelle R. Smith (left) recognized
how these briefings gave an inherent advantage to the
administration, allowing it to better control images and audio
from the so-called  news conferences "announcing" proposals
after the private meetings had already happened. The news
conferences thus became photo ops where no real new
information was given.
 
Smith set out to change the governor's practice by building a
coalition of media outlets in Rhode Island who would stand

with AP  in a letter to the governor's office asking a stop to these background briefings for
routine policy announcements.
 
Chalk up a victory for open press.
 
Last week, Smith  got word that the state's health exchange was planning a release of
survey results, and that they planned to send out materials embargoed for 1 p.m., and
hold an embargoed briefing at 11 a.m. with the head of the health exchange. They said in
an email to reporters that they had invited "a small group of health-related news
reporters" to the embargoed briefing. AP's health reporter had not been invited.
 
Smith pressed the governor's media office, asking why AP was
not invited, requesting the written materials and making clear
we would not adhere to an embargo for the briefing. The
governor's office responded by moving the embargo back an
hour, to noon. Smith and reporter Jennifer McDermott (right)
again told them they would not adhere to an embargo for a
routine press conference. They sent AP the materials, but
wrote back to say other news organizations had agreed to the
embargo.
 
Ultimately, McDermott went to the briefing. She explained to the press officer and the
head of the state health exchange that the AP would not agree to any embargo of a news
conference by a high-ranking state official, and told them she planned to write about what
the director said immediately.
 
Another reporter chimed in, questioning why there was an embargo on the event. Finally,
the governor's office agreed to lift the embargo.
 
This was a small victory, but an important step toward ending the practice, and to
demonstrate to other media that we do not have to accept unreasonable terms pushed by
the administration. For these efforts at keeping government open, Smith and McDermott
share this week's $300 Best of the States prize.
 
 



 

AP consolidates content licensing business
across EMEA
 
The Associated Press has announced the appointment of Alwyn Lindsey as vice president
of sales for Europe, Middle East and Africa. The newly created role marks an important
move for AP in its approach to the licensing of content in the region, consolidating efforts
into one division.
 
Before joining AP in 2005, Lindsey was managing director of ITN Source, where he
spearheaded a rapid expansion of its stock footage business. As director of international
archive at AP, he has substantially grown AP's archive revenues and established AP as a
leading source of archival footage, leading key projects, including the "Lost Archive"
restoration project, AP Archive digitization and most recently the launch of AP Archive on
YouTube. 
 
"Customers are increasingly looking for uniform licensing solutions from AP, covering real
time and archival content and rights," said Daisy Veerasingham, senior vice president for
international revenue at AP. "Alwyn's appointment is a direct response to that, ensuring
he is able to clearly focus on growing revenue across all formats throughout the region."
 
In 2013 Lindsey's remit was extended to cover licensing sales in the Middle East and North
Africa and he has since grown the MENA business and launched AP's successful Middle
East initiative, which delivered more localized video content for the region.
 
"This is a really exciting time for AP," Lindsey said. "We are continuing to invest in our
content and distribution platforms, and the new role offers a challenge that I look forward
to taking on - working with a wider pool of customers and changing some of the ways we
work alongside them."
 
Click here for a link to this story.
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Stories of interest
 
Buzzfeed, denied credentials for pope visit, calls it 'retaliation' for previous
coverage  (Politico)
 
Buzzfeed has been blocked from covering the Pope's visit to the United States, Buzzfeed
claims in a letter to officials in the Archdiocese of Washington, D.C.
The letter, addressed to Don Clemmer, Interim Director of Media Relations at United
States Conference of Catholic Bishops, and Chieko Noguchi, a spokesperson for the
Washington Archdiocese, is a result of the archdiocese's antipathy toward one of
Buzzfeed's reporters.
 
"I am writing to ask that you reconsider your decision to deny credentials to cover Pope
Francis's visit to three reporters from BuzzFeed News, and to express my concern that Ms.
Noguchi's hostility toward BuzzFeed News, and specifically our reporter Lester Feder, has
unduly influenced your credentialing process," BuzzFeed Washington Bureau Chief John
Stanton writes.
 
Click here to read more.
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NYT makes 50 of its best pieces of journalism free to read  (Poynter)
 
The New York Times on Monday lifted its paywall for some of the paper's best journalism
published during the last four years, part of a larger celebration marking the Times' recent
1 million digital subscriber milestone.
 
The articles, op-eds and videos were selected by masthead editors and represent a tribute
to the work enabled and sustained by digital subscribers, said Clifford Levy, an assistant
masthead editor at The New York Times. The list runs 50 items and spans the breadth of
the Times' work, including foreign correspondence, opinion writing, cultural reporting and
investigative journalism.
 
"We want our subscribers to know that this is some of the journalism that they
supported," Levy said. "We could not have done this without our subscribers. It's an
amazing list."
 
Click here to read more.
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Al-Jazeera expected to cut hundreds of jobs  (Guardian)
 
Al-Jazeera is expected to cut hundreds of jobs worldwide as the Qatari-owned broadcaster
looks to make savings in the face of a falling oil price and a possible radical change in
investment strategy.
 
The surprise move will not only see an estimated 800 to 1,000 staff go - almost one
quarter of the total workforce - but could presage the emir of Qatar reducing the state's
commitment to the news media group that was supported by his father. The news
organisation has been a hugely successful way of maintaining influence in the Arab world
and beyond.
 
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani has been Qatari ruler for the past two years since taking
over from his father, Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, who funded al-Jazeera at its launch in
1996.
 
Click here to read more.
 

The Final Word

Goodbye, Yogi Berra
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NEW YORK (AP) - Some of the more widely quoted philosophy of Yogi Berra, the
New York Yankees Hall of Fame catcher who died Tuesday at age 90:
 
On his approach to at-bats: "You can't think and hit at the same time."
 
On selecting a restaurant: "Nobody goes there anymore. It's too crowded."
 
On economics: "A nickel ain't worth a dime anymore."
 
On the 1973 Mets: "We were overwhelming underdogs."
 
On how events sometimes seem to repeat themselves "It's deja vu all over again!"
 
On baseball attendance: "If people don't come to the ballpark, how are you gonna stop
them?"
 
On a slipping batting average: "Slump? I ain't in no slump. ... I just ain't hitting."
 
On travel directions: "When you come to a fork in the road take it."
 
On pregame rest: "I usually take a two-hour nap from 1 to 4."
 



On battling the shadows in left field at Yankee Stadium: "It gets late early out there."
 
On fan mail: "Never answer an anonymous letter."
 
On being told he looked cool: "You don't look so hot yourself."
 
On being asked what time it was: "You mean now?"
 
On being given a day in his honor: "Thank you for making this day necessary."
 
On a spring training drill: "Pair off in threes."
 
On his approach to playing baseball: "Baseball is 90 percent mental. The other half is
physical."
 
On death: "Always go to other people's funerals. Otherwise they won't go to yours."
 
On learning: "You can observe a lot by watching."
 
On his team's diminishing pennant chances: "It ain't over 'till it's over."
 
On the fractured syntax attributed to him: "I really didn't say everything I said."

Today in History - September 23, 2015
 
By The Associated Press

Today is Wednesday, September 23, the 266th day of 2015. There are 99 days left in the
year. Autumn arrives at 4:21 a.m. Eastern time.

Today's Highlight in History:

On September 23, 1952, in what became known as the "Checkers" speech, Sen. Richard
M. Nixon, R-Calif., salvaged his vice-presidential nomination by appearing live on television
to refute allegations of improper campaign fundraising.

On this date:

In 1779, during the Revolutionary War, the American warship Bon Homme Richard,
commanded by John Paul Jones, defeated the HMS Serapis in battle off Yorkshire,
England; however, the seriously damaged Bon Homme Richard sank two days later.



In 1780, British spy John Andre was captured along with papers revealing Benedict
Arnold's plot to surrender West Point to the British.

In 1806, the Lewis and Clark expedition returned to St. Louis more than two years after
setting out for the Pacific Northwest.

In 1846, Neptune was identified as a planet by German astronomer Johann Gottfried Galle
(GAH'-luh).

In 1908, an apparent baserunning error by Fred Merkle of the New York Giants cost his
team a victory against the Chicago Cubs and left the game tied 1-1. The Cubs won a
rematch and with it, the National League pennant.

In 1939, Sigmund Freud (froyd), the founder of psychoanalysis, died in London at age 83.

In 1955, a jury in Sumner, Mississippi, acquitted two white men, Roy Bryant and J.W.
Milam, of murdering black teenager Emmett Till. (The two men later admitted to the
crime in an interview with Look magazine.)

In 1957, nine black students who'd entered Little Rock Central High School in Arkansas
were forced to withdraw because of a white mob outside.

In 1962, New York's Philharmonic Hall (later renamed Avery Fisher Hall) formally opened
as the first unit of the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts. "The Jetsons," an animated
cartoon series about a Space Age family, premiered as the ABC television network's first
program in color.

In 1973, former Argentine president Juan Peron won a landslide election victory that
returned him to power; his wife, Isabel, was elected vice president.

In 1987, Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., withdrew from the Democratic presidential race
following questions about his use of borrowed quotations and the portrayal of his
academic record.

In 1999, the Mars Climate Orbiter apparently burned up as it attempted to go into orbit
around the Red Planet.

Ten years ago: Hurricane Rita, down to Category 3, steamed toward refinery towns along
the Texas-Louisiana coast, creating havoc even before it arrived; levee breaks caused new
flooding in New Orleans, and 23 people were killed when a bus carrying nursing-home
evacuees caught fire in Texas. Embattled FDA Commissioner Lester Crawford abruptly
resigned. Puerto Rican nationalist Filiberto Ojeda Rios, wanted in a 1983 robbery of a
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Connecticut armored truck, died during a gunbattle with FBI agents in Puerto Rico.

Five years ago: The U.S. delegation walked out of a U.N. speech by Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad (ah-muh-DEE'-neh-zhahd) after he said some in the world had
speculated that the U.S. staged the September 11, 2001 attacks in an attempt to assure
Israel's survival. Congressional Republicans unveiled their "Pledge to America," a strongly
worded manifesto promising to return government to the people. Teresa Lewis, 41, was
executed by the state of Virginia for arranging the killings of her husband and stepson to
collect on a $250,000 insurance policy. The children's show "Sesame Street" announced it
wouldn't televise a taped segment in which the Muppet character Elmo sang with bustier-
clad pop star Katy Perry.

One year ago: In the first international test for his climate-change strategy, President
Barack Obama pressed world leaders at the United Nations to follow the United States'
lead on the issue. The U.S. struck the al-Qaida-linked Khorasan group with Tomahawk
missiles and other ordnance near Aleppo in northwestern Syria based on fears it was
planning terrorist attacks on the U.S. and Europe. A man wearing his work uniform opened
fire inside a UPS sorting facility in Birmingham, Alabama, a day after he was fired from the
company, killing two supervisors before committing suicide.

(Stations: "LisaRaye," one name, is correct)

Today's Birthdays: Singer Julio Iglesias is 72. Actor Paul Petersen (TV: "The Donna Reed
Show") is 70. Actress-singer Mary Kay Place is 68. Rock star Bruce Springsteen is 66. Rock
musician Leon Taylor (The Ventures) is 60. Actress Rosalind Chao is 58. Golfer Larry Mize is
57. Actor Jason Alexander is 56. Actor Chi McBride is 54. Country musician Don Herron
(BR549) is 53. Actor Erik Todd Dellums is 51. Actress LisaRaye is 49. Singer Ani (AH'-nee)
DiFranco is 45. Rock singer Sarah Bettens (K's Choice) is 43. Recording executive Jermaine
Dupri is 43. Actor Kip Pardue is 39. Actor Anthony Mackie is 37. Pop singer Erik-Michael
Estrada (TV: "Making the Band") is 36. Actress Aubrey Dollar is 35. Tennis player Melanie
Oudin (oo-DAN') is 24.

Thought for Today: "I cannot endure to waste anything as precious as autumn sunshine
by staying in the house." - Nathaniel Hawthorne, American author (1804-1864).

Got a story to share?

Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days? Don't keep them to yourself.
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Share with your colleagues by sending to Ye Olde Connecting Editor.
And don't forget to include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in supporting your
work during your AP career. 
- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall
story that you covered.
- "My boo boos - A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess
up with a memorable mistake in your journalistic career.
- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service
spanned two or more generations.

- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on such
work they can do themselves.
- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?
- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and what
you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us a while.
- Life after AP for those of you who have moved on to another job or profession.
- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.
 
Paul Stevens
Editor
Connecting newsletter
stevenspl@live.com
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